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Marine Option Program workers and volunteers catch, weigh, tag and 
release baby hammerhead sharks in the waters around Coconut Island. 
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Editor's note: Ka Leo Staff Writer Margie Pamintuan and Ka Leo photographer Paul Ajoste took an 
adventure to Coconut Island to tag hammerhead sharks with the Marine Option Program.  

Imagine a sunlit Sunday afternoon in Hawai'i, the waves lapping against a small motorboat and fishing 
lines dangling into Kaneohe Bay.  

Now add defrosted squid and hungry baby hammerheads to the picture.  

"They're really quite cute!" Marine Option Program (MOP) student coordinator Robin Quijano-Reuse told 
our group of skeptical volunteers during a meeting at the Hawai'i Institute of Geophysics.  

Quijano-Reuse was taking 12 of us to a shark- tagging session being run by MOP graduate student 
Kanesa Duncan.  

Duncan monitors the growth of the baby hammerhead shark population in the bay. Volunteers help 
Duncan catch, tag and release the hammerhead pups. Duncan can then monitor the tagged pups' 
progress into adulthood.  

It all seemed very fascinating on paper — after all, everyone in the group had watched the same shows 
on the Discovery and the Animal Planet channels.  

But, watching on television was very different from participating.  

"I'm not the one who wanted to come," said Kelly Barnhart, pointing to her husband Shane, who kept 
smiling. "When I found out what this was about, I was like 'hmmm, I'm NOT quite sure now!'"  

"I've never touched a shark before," said Patrick Frane, another volunteer. "I'm curious what it would be 
like."  



After all, sharks on television bring to mind thoughts of feeding frenzies in bloody chum and of scientists 
dressed in chain mail, bravely facing a row of teeth trying to get inside a shaking metal cage.  

"Um, can't they attack us while we're on the boat?" another volunteer asked.  

Quijano-Reuse laughed. "Sharks attack humans because we don't swim like fish — they usually pick off 
the sick, slow ones," she explained. "We simply give off a different magnetic field."  

OK, so we don't get into the water. Stay in boat. Simple.  

Slightly mollified, we made our way to Lilipuna Pier to catch a boat to Coconut Island.  

The island, nestled in the Bay and bristling with coconut trees, is the University of Hawai'i's Marine 
Biology Laboratory. The island is only accessible via an eight-minute ride on a very small boat.  

The labs, which stretched along a small docking area, were hidden behind trees. There, we saw the tiny 
boats where we would be working for the next three hours.  

Duncan's interns, Jim Franks and Erik Rutka, both seniors majoring in biology, lumbered out carrying red 
life jackets and buckets of bait.  

At that point, Quijano-Reuse, with our signed waivers in hand, left.  

"I'll be waiting for you all back here," Quijano-Reuse said, as we tried to convince her to come along.  

"All right, you all have a choice," said Duncan to the group. "We have three groups set up, four per boat. If 
you don't mind it choppy, you can come with me to the mid-bay location."  

While the rest of our group divided up to follow Franks and Rutka to the calmer areas of the bay, the four 
of us climbed into the boat with Duncan and a green cooler filled with bait.  

"You might want to wear your jackets or raincoats for the ride," said Duncan, starting up the boat.  

Sore and soaked in saltwater, we arrived at the mid-bay location.  

"OK, everyone take one fishing line, take a piece of bait and poke it around the barbless hook," said 
Duncan, getting down to business.  

The hooks were barbless in order to prevent harming the sharks. We baited the hooks, dropped the 
weighted lines to the bottom, lifted the lines slightly and waited.  

"You'll know when they bite," said Duncan. "Try to keep them in the water until I can get them on the boat. 
You'll probably have to hold the tail for me while I check the shark for sex, umbilical cord healing status 
and any wounds."  

We nodded in unison.  

She opened the green cooler. The stench of frozen squid melting in the hot sun filled our senses. Duncan 
brought out a chopping board, slapped it on a bucket, and sliced expertly into the gritty bits.  

"Ew," said Regina Luna, an anthropology major.  



As the purple ink dribbled onto our fingers, we struggled to impale the slimy pieces of squid on the tiny 
hooks. Then we waited for a few seconds, until Amy Self, a recent graduate of UH Law School, felt 
something on her line. Duncan reached into the water and pulled out our boat's first hammerhead pup.  

Surprisingly, it was pink. We cooed. It struggled and opened its mouth. We screamed.  

"The skin's a little rough, but not as rough as I thought," said Self, holding onto the tail.  

Duncan examined the pup's bellybutton to gage its age. "These hammerheads give birth to live young, so 
the pups are attached to the mother with an umbilical cord that falls off and heals," she said. "How well it's 
healed shows how old the pup is."  

She also checked if the pup was a male or female. "If the shark has these two protrusions, these 
claspers, they act as the shark's penis, making this one male," she explained, plopping the shark down on 
a measuring pad.  

The pup laid on the pad while Duncan pierced its tail with a small wire, attaching a thumbnail-sized 
numbered tag. Duncan assured us that this procedure did not hurt the shark.  

"Just in case the shark loses this tag, we also have this," she said, clipping the shark's side fin with a 
small hole puncher. "The tagging allows us to identify a shark we've caught — to see if they've survived 
and how big they've grown."  

As she clipped the wires around the tag, Luna, who had weighing duty, prepared the two rubber band 
loops attached to a hanging scale.  

Luna had to loop the rubber bands around the pup's flattened head, a feat made exciting by a squirming 
pup.  

"We have to finish all the measurements in under two seconds," said Duncan, holding the gasping fish. 
She gently lowered the pup into the water, letting it go.  

However, not all of the sharks emerged unscathed from the water. Some were bleeding as a result of 
hooks getting caught onto other parts of their bodies. Others had bites from their fellow pups, perhaps in 
competition for the squid dangling from our lines.  

All of us had realized how delicate the pups were — it was a feeling echoed in how gently each person 
handled their catches.  

All the pups caught that afternoon were new to tagging, most no larger than arm's length. Some were 
very determined to eat and get away, while others sported blue marks on their heads from rubbing on the 
bottom of the boat.  

By the second hour of the shark-tagging trip, the boat was an express-piercing service for hungry pups.  



Self's fishing lines were the busiest, but there were times when everyone yelled 
"Got one!" at the same time. There was also an element of competition.  

Duncan, originally from California, had taken her mother on a shark-tagging 
trip. Apparently, Mrs. Duncan caught 28 pups.  

"I have to beat your mom's record!" said Self.  

By the end of the trip, as we rolled up our lines and gratefully tipped over the 
rest of the squid. Our boat caught 51 pups — the most caught that day. Rutka's 
boat caught 18, while Franks caught 8 and "the big one that got away," he 
added, shaking his head.  

Self was pleased with her personal record. She had caught 21 — the most anyone took in that day. She 
was determined to catch more next time.  

"If you do another story on this, I'm THERE," said our photographer as our boat made its bumpy way 
back to Coconut Island.  

A path of churning white foam trailed behind us as the boat broke through the water, salt spraying into 
open mouths.  

We left with nothing but the memories of the fishes that did get away — the sight of pink silhouettes 
swimming in Kaneohe Bay.  

 

 


